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Aim
To summarize and critically appraise evidence on the ef-
fectiveness of digital hearing aids and assistive listening 
devices in managing adults with hearing loss.

Conclusions and results
Although hearing aids do not restore hearing to nor-
mal, the 8 studies in this systematic review indicate that 
various styles and fittings of digital hearing aids may 
benefit adult patients with hearing loss. Users gained 
satisfaction from these devices. Most of the studies 
relied on subjective measures to assess satisfaction in 
using hearing aids, rather than objective measures of 
hearing ability. The evidence underpinning this finding 
comes from low-level studies, ie, nonrandomized and 
with various strengths and weaknesses in the quality 
of methods used. Methodological quality of the studies 
ranged from good to poor. The two good-quality studies  
were limited – one by including a small number of pa-
tients and the other by including patients with both 
tinnitus and hearing loss.
For patients with high-frequency hearing loss, open  
canal fittings were preferable to non-open canal devices. 
For patients with asymmetric severe-to-profound hear-
ing loss, contralateral routing of signal digital hearing 
aids may improve satisfaction. This systematic review 
could not identify relevant evidence to support the 
routine use of the one-to-one communicator (assistive 
listening devices).
The cost effectiveness of digital hearing aids relative 
to no hearing aids is unclear. The cost-utility result is 
highly dependent on the magnitude of improved quality 
of life (utility). Data to quantify the size of this gain are 
absent or weak. This is further complicated since the two 
key utility instruments, HUI3 and EQ-5D, place differ-
ent weights on the quality of life domains affected by 
hearing loss. Much of the benefit of hearing aids relates 
to improvements in workforce productivity, and these 
benefits are incorporated only in a cost-effectiveness 
analysis that includes indirect societal costs.

Methods
Using MEDLINE and EMBASE bibliographic data-
bases, we used a systematic method of literature 
searching, study selection, data extraction, and ap-
praisal to prepare this report. We also searched Web 
of Science and EMBASE electronic databases to iden-
tify relevant papers citing pivotal references and/or 
related articles of selected studies, and examined the 
bibliographies of included papers for relevant studies. 
Other sources, hand searches, and reference lists from 
identified searches were also searched. The Cochrane 
Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSR), the Database 
of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE), and Health 
Technology Assessment databases were searched to help 
identify systematic reviews. Searches were limited to 
English-language material published from January 2000 
through November 2007. To identify relevant econom-
ic evaluations of digital hearing aids we systematically 
searched the published literature using MEDLINE and 
EMBASE. Searches were limited to English-language 
material published through February 2008.

Further research/reviews required
To strengthen recommendations on the benefits of 
health-related quality of life from hearing aid use, 
Chisolm et al (2007) recommended that future research 
include appropriate control groups and use RCTs as the 
optimal strategy.
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